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0. Course Overview

I. Introduction

II. Fundamental Concepts of Distributed Systems
Architecture models; network architectures: OSI, Internet and LANs; 

interprocess communication

III. Time and Global States
Clocks and concepts of time; Event ordering; Synchronization; Global states

IV. Coordination
Distributed mutual exclusion; Multicast; Group communication, Byzantine 

problems (consensus)

V. Distribution and Operating Systems
Protection mechanisms; Processes and threads; Networked OS; Distributed and 

Network File Systems (NFSs)

VI. Middleware
Middleware; Distributed object models; Remote invocation; CORBA; Name and 

directory services

VII. Advanced Topics
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Global System Invariants and States
♦ Correctness of distributed systems frequently hinges upon the 

satisfaction of global system invariants
8 Examples of global invariants

– Absence of deadlocks
– Write access to a distributed database never granted to more than one 

process
– The sum of all account debits and ATM payments in an electronic cash 

system is zero
– Objects are only subject to garbage collection when no further reference

to them exists
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State Transformers
♦ Distributed Systems

8 Collection of n independent processes p1,..,pn

– each process runs in a single thread of concuency, strictly sequential
– interactions amongst p i exclusively through message passing
– each p i works as state transformer

where ek is either a
isend
ireceive
iinternal action (e.g., variable assignment)

– sequence of events ei = e i
1, .. of process p i defines a total order, 

represented by the local happened before relation →i

ie →i e’ iff e happened before e’ in p i

– history h i of p i: sequence of events that occur within p i as ordered by →i
hi = <ei

1, ei
2, ..>

sk sk+1ek
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Global System States and Clocks
♦ Modeling Behaviour of Distributed Systems

8 global system states
– local control state of all processes
– data-state of all processes
– state of communication channels

8 state transition sequences
– describe partially ordered sequence of states/events

♦ Physical Time and Observation of Global States
8 idea: timestamp monitored events sufficiently precisely so as to be able to 

reconstruct global state information, or to determine relative order of events 
(i.e., a total order)

8 however, in practice:
– Asynchronous message passing
– While processes maintain local clocks, impossible to synchronize these 

perfectly so as to use the local time stamps in order to determine global 
states.

– Consequence: there is no process in a distributed system which at any 
given point in time has a view of the global system state

8 i.e., synchronization fails to be sufficiently precise, which is why this approach 
doesn't work
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Physical Clocks
♦ Implementation of physical clocks in computers

8 Realised as crystal oscillation counters at the hardware level
8 Correspond to counter register H(t)
8 Used to generate interrupts
8 Usually scaled to approximate physical time relative to some meaningful 

reference event, yielding software clock C(t)
– C(t) = αH(t) + β

iβ: offset (e.g., from beginning of time measurement
iα: scaling factor

– e.g., 64 bit counter counting the number of nanoseconds since most 
recent system boot

– note that progress of time between two clock queries will differ only if 
clock resolution is sufficiently smaller than processor cycle time
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Physical Clocks
♦ Deviation of physical clock readings

8 skew: disagreement in the reading of two clocks
8 drift: difference in the rate at which two clocks count the time

– due to physical differences in the used oscillation crystals, but also heat, 
humidity, voltage etc.

– accumulated drift can lead to significant skew
8 clock drift rate: difference in precision between a prefect reference clock and 

a physical clock,
– usually, 10-6 sec/sec, 10-7 to 10-8 for high precision clocks

♦ Coordinated Universal Time (UTC)
8 Atomic Oscillator Clocks

– Drift rate c.a. 10-13

– Universally available via radio signal, telephone line or satell ite (GPS)
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Synchronization of Clocks
♦ Synchronization

8 External synchronization
– synchronize a process’s clock with an authorative external reference

clock S(t) by limiting its skew to a delay bound D > 0
|S(t) - Ci(t) | < D for all t

– e.g., synchronization with coordinated universal time source
8 Internal synchronization

– synchronize the local clocks within a distributed system to disagree on 
not more than a delay bound D > 0, without necessarily achieving
external synchronization

|Ci(t) - Cj(t)| < D for all i, j, t
8 Obviously, for a system with external synchronization bound of D, the internal 

synchronization is bounded by 2D
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Correctness of Clocks
♦ Correctness

8 If drift rate falls within a bound r > 0, then for any t and t’ with t’>t the following 
error bound in measuring t and t’ holds

(1-r)(t’-t) ≤ H(t’) - H(t) ≤ (1+r)(t’-t)
– Consequence: no jumps in hardware clocks allowed

8 Sometimes suffices: Monotonicity
t’>t ⇒ C(t’) > C(t)
– Example for a non-monotonous software clock?

8 Frequently used condition:
– monotonicity
– drift rate bounded between synchronization points (clock may jump 

ahead at synchronization points)
icompare to asynchronous data communication
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Clocks in Synchronous Systems
♦ Internal synchronization in synchronous system

8 synchronous system: known bounds for
– clock drift rate
– maximum message transmission delay (max)
– time to execute each step of a system
otherwise, asynchronous system

8 synchronization
– sender piggybacks own time t on message m
– receiver sets own clock to t + Ttrans

– problem: how to estimate Ttrans

– possible to estimate min: conservative assumptions if no cross traffic 
interferes

– let u = max - min
iif receiver sets own clock to t + (max + min)/2, then the skew is 

bounded by u/2
ipossible to show, that the optimum bound on the clock skew that can 

be achieved for synchronizing N clocks in u (1 - 1/N)
8 useable in an internet setting?
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Clocks in Asynchronous Systems
♦ Internal synchronization in asynchronous systems using external 

synchronization (after F. Christian)
8 Observations

– round trip times between processes are often reasonably short in
practice, yet theoretically unbounded

– practical estimate possible if round-trip times are sufficiently short in 
comparison to required accuracy

8 Principle
– use UTC-synchronized time server S
– process P sends requests to S and measures Tround

iin LAN, Tround should be around 1-10 10 -3 sec
iduring this time, a clock with a 10-6 sec/sec drift rate varies by at 

most 10-5 sec
ihence the estimate of Tround is reasonably accurate

– naive estimate: set clock to t + Tround/2

t
≈Tround

P S
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Clocks in Asynchronous Systems
♦ Internal synchronization in asynchronous systems using external 

synchronization (after F. Christian)
8 Accuracy of estimate?

– assumption: 
irequests and replies via same network
imin is either known or can be estimated conservatively

– calculation
iearliest time that S can have sent reply: t + min
ilatest time that S can have sent reply: t + Tround - min
iwidth of range: Tround - 2 min
iaccuracy is +/- (Tround/2 - min)

8 Discussion
– really only suitable for deterministic LAN environment or Intranet
– problem of failure of S

i-> redundancy through group of servers, multicast requests
ihow to decide if replies vary (byzantine agreement problems)

– imposter providing false clock readings
iauthentication techniques
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Clocks in Asynchronous Systems
♦ Internal synchronization in asynchronous systems using external 

synchronization - the Berkeley algorithm (Gusella and Zatti)
♦ Principle

8 Master polls slaves periodically about their clock readings
8 Estimate of local clock times using Christian-like round trip estimation
8 Averages the values obtained from a group of processes 

– cancels out individual clock’s tendencies to run fast
8 Sends slave processes amount of time by which they have to adjust local 

clock
8 Master failure: master election algorithm

♦ Experiment
8 15 computers
8 clocks were synchronized to within 20-25 msec
8 local drift rate < 2x10-5

8 max round-trip 10 msec
♦ Both algorithms (Christian and Berkely) are not really suitable for 

Internet
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Clocks in Asynchronous Systems
♦ The Internet Network Time Protocol (NTP)

8 Goals
– provide the ability to externally synchronize clients across internet to UTC
– provide reliable service tolerating lengthy losses of connectivity
– enable clients to resynchronize sufficiently frequently to offset typical hw 

drift rates
– provide protection against interference

8 Synchronization subnets

UTC

© Pearson Education 2001

strata 1

strata 2

strata 3
(user workstations)
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Clocks in Asynchronous Systems
♦ The Internet Network Time Protocol (NTP)

8 layered client-server architecture, based on UDP message passing
8 synchronization at clients with higher strata number less accurate due to 

increased latency to strata 1 time server
8 failure robustness: if a strata 1 server fails, it may become a strata 2 server 

that is being synchronized through another strata 1 server
8 modes

– multicast: 
ione computer periodically multicasts time information to all other 

computers on the network
ithese adjust their clock assuming a very small transmission delay
ionly suitable for high speed LANs, yielding low but usually 

acceptable synchronization
– procedure-call: similar to Christian’s protocol

iserver accepts requests from clients
iapplicable where higher accuracy is needed, or where multicast is 

not supported by the network’s hard- and software
– symmetric: (in LANs and at lower strata)

ihosts poll other hosts, retain timing information about other hosts
ito be used where high accuracy is needed
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Clocks in Asynchronous Systems
♦ The Internet Network Time Protocol (NTP)

8 protocol mechanism for procedure-call and symmetric modes
– all messages carry timing history information

ilocal timestamps of send and receive of previous NTP message
ilocal timestamp of send of this message

iFor each pair i of messages m, m’ exchanged between two servers 
the following values are being computed (based on the three values 
carried with the message and the fourth value obtained through local 
timestamping):

* offset oi: estimate for the actual offset between two clocks
* delay di: total transmission time for the pair of messages

<Ti-3, Ti -2, Ti-1, m’>

© Pearson Education 2001
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Clocks in Asynchronous Systems
♦ The Internet Network Time Protocol (NTP)

iLet o the true offset of B’s clock relative to A’s clock, and let t and t’ 
the actual transmission times of m and m’

idelay
Ti-2 = Ti-3 + t + o and Ti = Ti-1 + t’ - o
which leads to 
di = t + t’ = Ti-2 - Ti-3 + Ti - Ti-1

ioffset
o = oi + (t - t’)/2, where oi = (Ti-2 - Ti-3 + Ti-1 - Ti)/2

iestimate and accuracy: using t, t’ ≥ 0 it can be shown that
oi - di/2 ≤ o ≤ oi + d i/2

hence, oi is an estimate for o, and di is a measure for the estimate’s 
accuracy

© Pearson Education 2001

τ

τ+o
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Clocks in Asynchronous Systems
♦ The Internet Network Time Protocol (NTP)

8 Use of statistical algorithms based on the 8 most recent <oi, di> pairs to 
determine quality of estimates

8 The value of oi that corresponds to the minimum di is chosen as an estimate 
for o

8 Time server communicates with multiple peers and eliminates peers with 
unreliable data, favours peers with higher strata number (e.g., for primary 
synchronization partner selection).

8 NTP phase lock loop model: modify local clock in accordance with observed 
drift rate

8 Experiments achieve synchronization accuracies of 10s msecs over Internet, 
and 1 msec on LAN using NTP
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Event Ordering

♦ Clock synchronization and ordering of events
8 Consider: with achievable internal synchronization of clocks (skew of about 

10-3 sec), how many processor instructions can be executed during that 
skew?

– Intel Pentium 4
iUp to 2 GHz processor frequency = 2 * 109 processor cycles per 

second
8 Consequence: Clock synchronization (internal and external) cannot be 

sufficiently precise in order to use timestamping for the determination of total 
event orderings in different processes in a distributed system
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Event Ordering

♦ Lamport’s happened-before relation 
8 Basic observations

– if two events happen in the same process pi, then they occurred in the 
order in which pi observed them (c.f., the local happened before relation 
→i)

– for any message passing, the send event occurs before the receive event
8 The HB (happened before) relation →

– HB1: for any pair of events e and e’, if there is a process pi such that e →i
e’, then e → e’

– HB2: for any pair of events e and e’ and for any message m, if e = 
send(m ) and e’ = receive(m ), then e → e’

– HB3: if e, e’ and e’’ are events and if e → e’ and e’ → e’’, then e → e’’
(HB is identical to its transitive closure)

8 HB defines a partial (pre-)order

© Pearson Education 2001
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Event Ordering
♦ Lamport’s happened-before relation 

8 Consequence
– for any tuple e → e’

ieither e and e’ are direct or indirect successors in the same process, 
or

ithere are events e’’ and e’’’ and a message m such that e → e’’ and 
e’’’ → e’ and e’’ = send(m ) and e’’’ = receive(m)

– e → e’ does not necessarily express causality between e and e’’
8 Concurrency

– for all e, e’, if  e not → e’ and e’ not → e, then we say that e and e’’ are 
concurrent (also written as e || e’)

© Pearson Education 2001
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Logical Clocks
♦ Lamport’s logical clocks

8 logical clocks: permit inference of the event ordering
8 monotonically increasing counters that impose a total ordering of the 

observed events
8 every p i maintains logical clock L i
8 L(e) (or Li(e)): timestamp of event e (at process i)
8 messages piggiback the timestamp of the send event
8 rules to update logical clocks and message time stamps

LC1: L i is incremented before each event at p i
LC2: a process i piggybacks L i on every message sent
LC3: on receiving (m, t), 

a process pj computes Lj := max(Lj, t),
increments Lj,
and then timestamps receive(m , t)

© Pearson Education 2001
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Logical Clocks

♦ Lamport’s logical clocks
8 Note

e → e’ ⇒ L(e) < L(e’)
but

L(e) < L(e’) not ⇒ e → e’
8 Possible to augment partial order of timestamps to total order, for instance by 

using the process number
– can be used for instance to deteminize access of concurrent processes 

awaiting entry into critical section

© Pearson Education 2001
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Vector Clocks
♦ Vector Clocks

8 Overcome weakness of Lamport’s logical clocks:
– array of N integers
– each process i keeps own vector clock Vi [1, ..N]
– piggybacking of timestamps as in Lamport’s protocol
– clock update rules

VC1: Initially, all clocks are 0 on all components
VC2: i sets Vi[i] := Vi [i] + 1 just before timestamping an event 
VC3: i includes t= Vi in every message (piggybacking)
VC4: i receives a timestamp t, then

Vi[j] := max(Vi[j], t[j]), ∀j=1,..,N (“merge”)

© Pearson Education 2001
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♦ Vector Clocks
8 Observation

– Vi[j] is the number of events in j that i has potentially been affected by.
8 Vector timestamp comparison:

V = V’ iff V[j] = V’[j] ∀j=1,..,N
V ≤ V’ iff V[j] ≤ V’[j] ∀j=1,..,N
V < V’ iff V ≤ V’ and V ≠ V’

8 In example
– V(b) < V(d)
– V(e) unordered to V(d), i.e., e || d

8 Theorem
e → e’ ⇔ V(e) < V(e’)

8 Critique
– storage and message overhead proportional to N
– matrix clocks: reduced message overhead through partial vector 

transmission and local clock estimation

© Pearson Education 2001

Vector Clocks
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Global States
♦ Problems that would require the view on a global state

8 Distributed deadlock detection: is there a cyclic wait-for-graph amongst 
processes and resources in the system? 

– problem: system state changes during the observation, hence we m ay 
get an inaccurate observation result

© Pearson Education 2001
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Global States
♦ Problems that would require the view on a global state

8 Distributed deadlock detection: is there a cyclic wait-for-graph amongst 
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get an inaccurate observation result
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Global States
♦ Problems that would require the view on a global state

8 Distributed deadlock detection: is there a cyclic wait-for-graph amongst 
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Global States
♦ Problems that would require the view on a global state

8 Distributed garbage collection: is there any reference to an object left?

8 Distributed termination detection: is there either an active process left or is 
any process activation message in transit?

© Pearson Education 2001

© Pearson Education 2001
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Global States
♦ Observability

8 process states and communication status
8 due to inability to synchronize clocks global states cannot be observed based 

on physical clock timestamps
8 we can observe events and local states of processes, and thereby infer the 

states of the communication channels
♦ Cuts

8 assemble an assumed global system state from state information of the 
processes, but such that the resulting “cut” through the system is consistent

– only events that could have happened simultaneously (concurrent 
events) are part of the same cut, and

– the cut includes no events that are the effect of another event in the →
relation without that the cause is also part of the cut

© Pearson Education 2001
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Global States
♦ Cuts

8 example of an inconsistent cut

m r1 r2 p2p1
req

req

req

req

rel

ok

ok

ok
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Global States

♦ Cuts
8 history of process i: h i = <  e i

0, ei
1, ei

2,...>
– each ei

kcorresponds to either a send, receive or internal action
8 s i

kdescribes the state of process i immediately preceding the k-th event
8 record send and receive events as part of the state -> recovering of channel 

information
8 global history

H = (h1, h2, .., hN)
8 cut

C = (h1
c1, h2

c2, .., hN
cN) such that (∀i)(hi

ci a prefix of h i)
8 consistent cut

– Let C a cut. C is consistent if for every event e such that there exists an i 
and a j such that hj

i = e the following holds true:
ifor any f such that  f → e, then there exists a hk

l in C such that hk
l = f.

© Pearson Education 2001
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Global States

♦ Consistent global states
8 state of si in cut C is that of p i immediately succeeding the last event 

processed by p i in C (i.e., ei
ci)

8 global system state S = (s1, s2, .., sN) 
8 a consistent global system state is one that corresponds to a consistent cut

© Pearson Education 2001
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Global States

♦ Global state sequences
8 consider a system as evolving in a sequence of global state transitions

S0 → S1 → S2 → ...
– precisely one process performs a local transition in every step of the 

sequence
– describes a partial order of all events in the system
– concurrent events can be thought of as having happened in some total 

order (linearization) that is consistent with the partial order described 
through →

– S’ is reachable from a state S if there is a linearization that passes 
through S and then S’

– possible to further formalize these concepts

© Pearson Education 2001
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Global States

♦ State Properties
8 express properties of the system by defining predicates to be evaluated on 

states e.g., 
x(Si) = 5
num_crit(Si) <= 1

8 safety properties: “No bad thing will ever happen”, e.g.
– the system is never deadlocked

(a stable predicate - once the system is deadlocked, it will remain so 
forever)

– the sum of money in the electronic payment system is constant
– there is never more than one process in the critical section

© Pearson Education 2001
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Global States

♦ State Properties
8 liveness properties: “Eventually something good will happen”, e.g.

– the system will eventually make progress
– the system will eventually terminate
– every sent message will eventually be received (leadsto)
– if a process requests access to the critical section infinitely often, it will be 

granted access infinitely often (strong fairness)

© Pearson Education 2001
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Snapshots
♦ Observation of Global States

8 impossibility to obtain current global state information
8 observe global states such that they consist of local states that could have 

been observed all at the same time 
– no ordering violation within processes
– no causality violation for send/receive message events

8 naive logical time based snapshot algorithm
– given time t known to all processes 1.. N for which snapshot is sought

idetermine the state of each process after events with time stamp
less than or equal to t

ifor every pair (x, y) of processes determine, according to the local 
event history for x and y, which messages have been sent but are
not yet received at time t - those messages are part of the state

– problem: requires maintenance of logical clocks
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Snapshots
♦ Chandy-Lamport Algorithm for the determination of consistent 

global states
8 goal: observation of consistent global states without maintenance of logical 

clocks
8 idea

– use marker messages broadcasted in the (fully connected) distributed 
system to distinguish messages sent before or at t from those after t

– causes processes to record local and channel state information, does not 
include gathering of local state information to form global state

8 assumptions
– perfect communication: no loss, corruption, reordering or duplication of 

messages occurs, and messages sent will eventually be delivered
– unidirectional FIFO channels
– the communication graph consisting of nodes corresponding to 

processes and directed edges corresponding to the channels is strongly 
connected (there’s a path from every process to every other process)

– any process may initiate a snapshot-taking at any time
– normal system execution continues during snapshot-taking
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Snapshots
♦ Chandy-Lamport Algorithm for the determination of consistent 

global states
8 principle of operation

– broadcast marker
– upon receipt of marker record own state, and record any incoming

message from another process until that process has recorded its state 
(these messages then belong to the channel between the processes )

– processes may record their state at different points in time, but the 
differential is always accounted for by the state of the channel in between

Pi

a

b

Pj
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Snapshots
♦ Chandy-Lamport Algorithm for the determination of consistent 

global states
8 principle of operation

– broadcast marker
– upon receipt of marker record own state, and record any incoming

message from another process until that process has recorded its state 
(these messages then belong to the channel between the processes )

– processes may record their state at different points in time, but the 
differential is always accounted for by the state of the channel in between

Pi

mark

a

b

record

mark
mark

recordmark

mark

Pj
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Snapshots
♦ Chandy-Lamport Algorithm for the determination of consistent 

global states
8 any number of processes may at any time concurrently initiate snapshot-

taking 
8 a process initiating snapshot-taking follows the marker receiving rule (see 

below)
8 marker sending rule

– a) record own state
– b) broadcast marker
– a) and b) must preceed any other local actions or message send / 

receive events
8 marker receiving rule

– if Pi has not yet recorded own state (first marker is being received)
irecord own state
istart recording all messages received on all incoming channels

– if Pi has already recorded own state
irecord state of channel on which marker was received
istop recording that channel
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Snapshots
♦ Chandy-Lamport Algorithm for the determination of consistent 

global states

© Pearson Education 2001
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Snapshots
♦ Chandy-Lamport Algorithm for the determination of consistent 

global states
8 example:

8 recorded state
Pi: <$1000, 0>, Pj: <$50, 1995>, cij: <>, cji: <(5 widgets)>

Pi Pj

<$1000, 0> <$50, 2000>
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Snapshots
♦ Chandy-Lamport Algorithm for the determination of consistent 

global states
8 example:

8 recorded state
Pi: <$1000, 0>, Pj: <$50, 1995>, cij: <>, cji: <(5 widgets)>

Pi

record

Pj

<$1000, 0> <$50, 2000>

mark

(order 10, $100)

(5 widgets)

record

record cji

<$900, 0>

mark

<$900, 5>

<$50, 1995>
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Snapshots
♦ Chandy-Lamport Algorithm for the determination of consistent 

global states
8 Theorem: The Chandy-Lamport Algorithm terminates

– Proof sketch:
iAssumption: a process receiving a marker message will record its

state and send marker messages via each outgoing channel in finite 
period of time.

iIf there is a communication path from p i to pk, then pk will record its 
state a finite period of time after p i

iSince the communication graph is strongly connected, all process in 
the graph will have terminated recording their state and the state of 
incoming channels a finite time after some process initiated snapshot 
taking.
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Snapshots
♦ Chandy-Lamport Algorithm for the determination of consistent 

global states
8 Theorem: Snapshots taken by the Chandy-Lamport Algorithm correspond to 

consistent global states
8 Proof:

Let ei and ek be events at Pi and Pk, and let ei → ek. 
Then, if ek is in the cut, so is ei.
That means, if ekoccurred before Pk recorded its state, then ei must have 
occurred before Pi recorded its state

k=i: obvious.
k≠i: assume Pi recorded its state before ei occurred

- as k≠i there must be a finite sequence of messages 
m1,..., mn that induced ei → ek
- then, before any of the m1,..., mn had arrived, a marker 
must have arrived at Pk , and Pk must have recorded it’s 
state before ek occurred, hence a contradiction to the 
above assumption
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Snapshots
♦ Chandy-Lamport Algorithm for the determination of consistent 

global states
8 Observation: Chandy-Lamport algorithm records a possible global system 

state, but the actual execution of the system that initiated the snapshot taking  
may never have reached this global system state.

8 Example:

Pi

record

Pj

mark

record

record cji

mark

m1

m2

observed snapshot
state

actual computation
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Snapshots
♦ Chandy-Lamport Algorithm for the determination of consistent 

global states
8 Observation: Chandy-Lamport algorithm records a possible global system 

state, but the actual execution of the system that initiated the snapshot taking  
may never have reached this global system state.

8 Example:

Pi

record

Pj

mark

record

record cji

mark

m1

m2

observed snapshot
state

actual computation

Si

Si+2

Si+3

Si+1
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Snapshots
♦ Chandy-Lamport Algorithm for the determination of consistent 

global states
8 Observation: Chandy-Lamport algorithm records a possible global system 

state, but the actual execution of the system that initiated the snapshot taking  
may never have reached this global system state.

8 Example:
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Snapshots
♦ Chandy-Lamport Algorithm for the determination of consistent 

global states
8 Observation: Chandy-Lamport algorithm records a possible global system 

state, but the actual execution of the system that initiated the snapshot taking  
may never have reached this global system state.

8 Example:

Pi

record

Pj

mark

record

record cji

mark

m1

m2

observed snapshot
state

actual computation

Si

Si+3

Si+1

Si+2
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Snapshots
♦ Chandy-Lamport Algorithm for the determination of consistent 

global states
8 Reachability Theorem: Let Sys = e0, e1, .. the linearization of a system 

execution. Let 
– Sinit the initial global state of the system immediately before Chandy-

Lamport snapshot-taking was initiated by the first process, 
– Ssnap the recorded snapshot state, and 
– Sfinal the global system state after the algorithm terminated. 

Then there is a permutation Sys’= e’0, e’1, .. of Sys such that 
– Sinit, Ssnap and Sfinal occur in Sys’ and 
– Ssnap is reachable from Sinit, and 
– Sfinal is reachable from Ssnap .

© Pearson Education 2001
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Snapshots
♦ Chandy-Lamport Algorithm for the determination of consistent 

global states
8 Proof: 

– split events in Sys in 
ipre-snap events: occurred before the respective process in which 

this event occured recorded its state
ipost-snap events: all other events

– how to order events to obtain Sys’
iassume ej is post-snap event at one process, and e j+1 pre-snap in a 

different process
* ej not → ej+1 , since otherwise they would be send and receive 

of the same message, and then they would be either both post-
or both pre-snap 
⇒ ej and ej+1 may be swapped in Sys ’

* swap adjacent events, if necessary and possible, until Sys ’ is so 
that all pre-snap events precede all post-snap events

ilet e’0, e’1, .. e’R-1 denote the prefix of pre-snap events in Sys’, hence 
the set of events prior to state recording for each process, hence all 
events leading from Sinit up to the state being recorded as Ssnap

isince we have disturbed neither Sinit nor Sfinal we have established 
the reachability relationship amongst these states
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Snapshots
♦ Chandy-Lamport Algorithm for the determination of consistent 

global states
8 Reachability property and system property specification

– Ssnap may never have occurred in an actual system execution
– hence, for an arbitrary state predicate P, P(Ssnap) = true says nothing 

about the actual system run 
8 However, let P a stable predicate, then

P(Ssnap) ⇒ P(Sfinal) 
even if Ssnap was never encountered in an actual computation!
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Distributed Debugging
♦ Properties

8 typically interested in invariant safety properties
– the system does not reach a deadlock state
– the difference between variables x and y is always non-zero
– the valves v1 and v2 may never be open at the same time

8 Chandy-Lamport snapshot algorithm can at best prove violation of these 
properties

8 Interested in a monitoring algorithm that records system traces in order to 
decide whether safety properties were, or may have been, violated in a given 
system run

8 Let H the execution history of a system and φ a state predicate
– pos φ: there is a consistent global state S through which a linearization of 

H passes such that φ(S) = true.
– def φ: for all linearizations L of H there is a consistent global state S 

through which L passes such that φ(S) = true.
8 For Chandy-Lamport: φ(Ssnap) ⇒ pos φ
8 Inference

– ¬ pos φ ⇒ def ¬ φ
– the converse is not true!
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Distributed Debugging
♦ Monitoring algrorithm after Marzullo-Neiger

8 centralized algorithm: one observer external to the system, but connected to 
all processes by (perfect) message passing channels, receives from the 
processes in the system periodic messages containing their local state

8 monitor does not interfere with the system’s computation
8 monitor assembles consistent global states from the messages it receives
8 state collection:

– processes pi send initial state to monitor M which records state 
messages in separate FIFO queue Qi for each i = 1, ..., N

– pis send their local state when necessary, namely 
iwhen the local state changes a portion of the global state that affects

the evaluation of φ
iand when the local state change causes φ to change its value
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Distributed Debugging

♦ Monitoring algrorithm after Marzullo-Neiger
8 In example:

– process behaviour: 
ismall local changes are reported to monitor, but not to other process
ilarge local changes cause message to monitor, and also message to 

other process
– inconsistent cut C1 violates φ
– consistent cut C2 satisfies φ

x1=0

x2=0

φ = | x1 - x2 | ≤ 50
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Distributed Debugging

♦ Monitoring algrorithm after Marzullo-Neiger
8 In order for the monitor to infer consistency of the constructed state 

information the processes maintain vector clocks and piggyback their vector 
clock value with every message to M  

– relying on times when M receives messages would not do the job!
8 Let S a global state that M has constructed from the state messages 

received, and V(s i) the vector time stamp received from process i.
– S is consistent iff

V(s i)[i] ≥ V(sk)[i ] ∀i,k (condition CGS)
i.e., the number of i’s events known at k when it sent sk is no more than 
the number of events at i when it sent si

8 In the example, this condition is clearly violated for V(s i) = (1,0) and V(sk) = 
(2,1). Hence C1 is inconsistent and does not constitute a violation of φ.

x1=0

x2=0

φ = | x1 - x2 | ≤ 50

© Pearson Education 2001
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Distributed Debugging

♦ Evaluation of pos φ
8 start at initial global state
8 recursively visit all reachable consistent global states until one state satisfies 

φ(S). 
8 how to obtain reachable states at level L+1 from state S at level L

– S’ is one-step-reachable from S if it agrees on all components exept one 
component i representing the state of process i, and s i’ is the successor 
state of si in process i 

– Find such states by analysing all state queues Qi

– S’ is reachable from S iff for a given i
V(sk)[k] ≥ V(s’i)[k] ∀k, i ≠ k

(due to CGS and the fact that S is a consistent global state)
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Distributed Debugging

♦ Evaluation of def φ
8 start at initial state
8 recursively visit all reachable states
8 determine whether there is a set of states satisfying φ such that every 

linearization will traverse at least one of those states 
8 in algorithm: States is a set containing only reachable states from the initial 

states for which φ does not hold - if this set ever becomes empty, def φ holds.

© Pearson Education 2001
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Distributed Debugging
♦ Algorithmic complexity

8 time complexity
– N processes, 
– k is the maximum number of messages per process
– monitor compares states of each of the N processes with each other:

O(kN) (exponential in the number of processes)
8 space complexity

O(kN)
– however, state information can be deleted from Qi if that state message 

from i can under no circumstances become part of a consistent global 
state
iV(sk

last): last vector time stamp received from process k
ia message can be deleted from Qi if the following condition holds for 

the piggybacked state information si

V(sk
last)[i ] > V(s i)[i] ∀k, i ≠ k
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Distributed Debugging
♦ Monitoring in Synchronous Networks

8 monitoring in asynchronous networks: observation of global states that the 
system may not have traversed

8 any two process states in a global state may have occurred an arbitrary 
period of time apart from each other

8 idea: use physical clocks in synchronous networks in addition to logical 
network clocks in order to limit the number of states to be cons idered

– monitor only considers those local state sets that could possibly have 
occurred simultaneously, given the known bounds on the clock 
synchronization
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Distributed Debugging
♦ Monitoring in Synchronous Networks

8 algorithm
– M is process p0
– each p i keeps a vector clock and a physical clock Ci and piggyback these 

values on every message sent to M
– in synchronous networks, physical clocks are synchronized to a known 

bound D > 0
|Ci(t) - Ck(t)| < D for all i, k

– monitor tests
iconsistency, as before
iwhether the states could have happened at the same real time, i.e.

V(s i)[i] ≥ V(sk)[i ] ∀i,k and
s i and sk could have occurred at the same time

– Note that p i remains in state s i from time Ci(si), when it first informed the 
monitor, to time Ti(s i), when the next relevant state transition occurred in i

– estimate
Ci(s i) -D ≤ Ck(sk) ≤ Ti(s i) + D

– calculate value of Ti(s i) 
iif M received message for i’s next state s’i, then Ti(si) = Ci(s’i)
iotherwise, Ti(s i) = C0 - max + D

C0: monitor’s local clock time when receiving s’imessage
max: maximum message transmission delay 


